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Under NO cir-

cumstances should refrigerant be vented to atmosphere.
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1.If the supply cord  is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent 

2.This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons withreduced physical, 

instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall  
not involved. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be  made by  

children without supervision. 

 persons in order to avoid a hazard.

sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or 

8.If the ODU has no electricity after turning on the power supply  for the first time, please check whether the connection line(power

    wire and communication wire) is corrected .If the connection line has no problem ,it will be the fault of the PCB board. You should 

    contact the service agent or a similar qualified person to repair.

Refrigerant leakage contributes to climate change. Refrigerant with lower global warming potential 

(GWP) would contribute less to global warming than a refrigerant with higher GWP, if leaked to the 

atmosphere. This appliance contains a refrigerant fluid with a GWP equal to [2088]. This means that 

if 1 kg of this refrigerant fluid would be leaked to the atmosphere, the impact on global warming would

 be [2088] times higher than 1 kg of CO 2 , over a period of 100 years. Never try to interfere with the 

refrigerant circuit yourself or disassemble the product yourself and always ask a professiona l.
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Air inlet

Air outlet

2×0.2mm²

3×2.5mm²

3×1mm²

3×1mm²

2×0.2mm²

5×1.5mm²

3×1mm²

3×2.5mm²

2×0.2mm²

5×1.5mm²

3×1mm²
2×0.2mm²



● Do not use other heating equipment when unit run cooling

     function
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The control -fuse specification of three -phase ODU and IDU  are F5AL250V.
 For Single-phase ODU, control fuse is F5AL250V ,and IDU  is F3.15A250V.  

Do not attempt any electrical works yourself.

If you connect the null line wrong of three phase units  ,it will make a serious damage .

N must connect neutral line! R/S/T or L1/L2/L3 must connect live line, otherwise might damage the machine.






